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Abstract. The Java type system has been extended twice. In Java 5.0
generics and wildcards are introduced. In Java 8 functional interfaces (interfaces with one abstract method) are defined as target types of lambda
expressions. We have given in the past type inference algorithms for
Java 5.0 as well as Java 8.
In this paper we propose to extend the Java type system again. We
introduce real function types as explicit types for lambda expressions.
We do this in a similar way to the Scala approach but without erasing
the target typing mechanism for lambda expressions from Java 8.

Introduction
The development of Java in the last decade has introduced many features from
functional programming languages. While in Java 5.0 [GJSB05] generics are introduced in Java 8 [GJS+ 14] lambda expression are added. In [Plü07,Plü15] we
proposed Java type inference systems that allows to give Java programs without
type annotations. Type inference systems are also well-known from functional
programming languages.
All these three approaches have some difficulties but were good enough. We
address the problem of target typing in this paper. For this we extend the Java
type system again. We call this extension Java-TX (Java Type Extended).
In Java 8 lambda expressions themselves have no explicit types. They get as
target types so-called functional interfaces (interfaces with one method) from the
context. This approach has the advantage that many implementations of existing
call-back interfaces are relevantly improved. But it has also some disadvantages
(i.e. the subtyping property). Therefore in Java-TX we add a concept of real
function types as explicit types of lambda expressions. For this we define a set
of special interfaces FunN *, that represent real function types.

1

Real function types

In the past we considered two different approaches of lambda expression typing for our type inference algorithm. While in [Plü11] real function types are

considered, in [Plü15] the Java 8-like functional interface are used. Also the
first advisements of introducing lambda expressions into Java considers both
approaches. While [LLB] favored functional interfaces (they called them SAMtypes), [BGGvdA] and [CS] preferred real function types as types of lambda expressions (here called closures). Also Sun/Oracle favored in their Project Lambda
until version 0.1.5 of the Java Language Specification draft [Lam10] real function types. Now, in Java 8 functional interfaces are implemented. In Java-TX we
merge these both approaches, as both have some advantages.
Let us consider an example to explain the differences: The interface Operation
and the function doOperation are given by
interface Operation {
public int op (int x, int y);
}
void doOperation(Operation o) { ... }

To call the method doOperation in Java until version 7 typically an anonymous
inner class is created, e.g.:
doOperation(new Operation () {
public int op (int x, int y) { return x + y; } });

Lambda expressions in Java 8 simplified the call by using
doOperation((int x, int y) -> x + y)

Lambda expressions like this have no explicit types in Java 8, they receive a
target type from the context. In this case the lambda expression (int x, int
y) -> x + y gets the target type Operation.
The great benefit of this feature is the simplification of implementing call-back
interfaces without anonymous inner class constructions. As there are many callback interfaces in the Java standard library this feature facilitate Java programming, relevantly.
In [Lam10] explicit function types had been introduced, which meant, that
#int(int, int)

could be used instead of the interface declaration Operation. If we compare the
Java 8 declaration of doOperation
void doOperation(Operation o) { ... }

with a declaration with function types
void doOperation(#int(int, int) o) { ... }

we will recognize the differences. The benefit of the approach with function types
is, that the type of a lambda expression can be given directly. No additional interface has to be declared. Furthermore the meaning of the type is more obvious.
In Java-TX we unite both approaches.
The rest of the section is structured as follows. First we introduce Java interfaces
FunN, that simulates function types in Java 8. We present the problems of this
approach. Second, we introduce special interfaces FunN *, that correspond to
the Scala function types. Third, we define the FunN *–types as explicit lambda
expression’s types. Fourth, we extend the FunN *–types to methods. Fifth, we
show on this base how both concepts functional interfaces as compatible target
types and real function types as types of lambda expressions can be integrated.
Finally, we extend field declarations, such that free type variable for the fields
can be defined.
1.1

The interface FunN

A lambda expression in Java 8 has no explicit type. The type is determined by
the compiler from the context in which the expression appears. This means that
one lambda expression can have different types in different contexts.
Callable<String> c = () -> "done";
PrivilegedAction<String> a = () -> "done";

In the first context for the lambda expression the type Callable<String> is
determined, while in the second context PrivilegedAction<String> is determined.
The determined types are called target types. Not all determined target types
are correct. The determined target type is correct if the lambda expression is
compatible with it [Goe13].
A lambda expression is compatible with a target type T , if
– T is a functional interface type.
– The lambda expression has the same number of parameters as T ’s method,
and those parameters’ types are the same.
– Each expression returned by the lambda body is compatible with T ’s method’s
return type.
– Each exception thrown by the lambda body is allowed by T ’s method’s
throws clause1 .
The lambda expression () -> "done"; is compatible to the target types
Callable<String> and PrivilegedAction<String>.
As there are many callback interfaces in the existing Java libraries this approach
is very convenient as it avoids writing uncomfortable anonymous inner classes.
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Exceptions are not considered in this paper.

In [Plü14a] we summarized all functional interfaces to equivalence classes, which
single abstract method’s have the same typings. As a representation of the respective classes we introduce for simulating function types a predefined collection
of interfaces for all N ∈ :

N

interface FunN <R,T1 , ..., TN > {
R apply(T1 arg1 , ..., TN argN );
}

This approach solves the problem, that for the programmers the real type is
hidden in the functional interface, but it has also some disadvantages. It is very
difficult to use subtypes of functional interfaces. Furthermore the direct evaluation of lambda expressions is very inconvenient.
Subtyping For function types normally holds
(T10 , . . . , TN0 ) → T0 ≤∗ (T1 , . . . , TN ) → T00 ,

for Ti ≤∗ Ti0

but in Java 8
FunN <T0 , T10 , . . . , TN0 > 6≤∗ FunN <T00 , T1 , . . . , TN >, for Ti

∗

Ti0 ,

as neither covariant nor contravariant type arguments are possible. Alternatively,
wildcards can simulate these properties. This means wildcards must be used for
the subtyping property of function types:
FunN <T0 , T10 , . . . , TN0 > ≤∗ FunN <? extends T00 , ? super T1 , . . . , ? super TN >,
for Ti ≤∗ Ti0 .
The following example shows the inconvenience of this property.
Example 1. Let be the following function g defined:
g = x -> y -> f -> f.apply(x,y);

The curried function g takes three arguments, where the third argument is a
function, that is applied to the first and the second argument. In a functional
programming language a principal type of g would be
A -> (B -> (((A, B) -> C) -> C)).

But with the wildcard construction the equivalent type would be
Fun1<? extends Fun1<? extends Fun1<? extends C,
? super Fun2<? extends C,
? super A,
? super B>>,
? super B>,
? super A>

Nearly no programmer would give g such type, although it is the principal type.

Direct application of lambda expressions An direct application of a lambda
expression to its arguments like this:
((x1,...,xN) -> h(x1,...,xN)).apply(arg1,...,argN);

is wrong, as the lambda expression has no type.
If a type-cast is inserted the lambda expression gets its target type form the
context:
((FunN<T0, T1, . . . , TN> )
((x1,...,xN) -> h(x1,...,xN))).apply(arg1,...,argN);

Then the application of the lambda expression is correct.
Summary of the problems and its solutions
– The loss of function types can be rectified by introducing FunN –Interfaces.
– The FunN –Subtyping problem can be rectified by using wildcards.
– The impossibility of direct application of lambda expressions can be rectified
by using type-casts.
All problems are solvable, but the solutions are not beautiful.
1.2

The special interface FunN ∗

Therefore in Java-TX we introduce a set of special interfaces FunN *, where the
subtyping property is changed in comparison to Java. The special interfaces
FunN * correspond to functions types in Scala [Ode14].
The language Java-TX contains interfaces for all N ∈

N

interface FunN *<+R,-T1, ..., -TN >2 {
R apply(T1 arg1, ..., TN argN );
}

where FunN∗<T0 ,T01 , . . . , T0N > ≤∗ FunN∗<T00 ,T1 , . . . , TN > iff Ti ≤∗ T0i with ≤∗ as subtyping relation. For FunN ∗ no wildcards are allowed.
Let us consider the following example
Object m(Integer x, Fun1*<Object, Integer> f) {
return f.apply(x);
}

It is obvious, that the following application is correct:
Fun1<Object,Integer> f IntObj = ...
Object x2 = m(2, f IntObj);
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The arguments are covariant resp. contravariant, written as in Scala [Ode14]

But for Integer ≤∗ Number ≤∗ Object also
Fun1<Integer,Integer> f IntInt = ...
Object x1 = m(2, f IntInt);

is correct, as Fun1∗<Integer, Integer> is a subtype of Fun1∗<Object, Integer>
and
Fun1<Number, Number> f NumNum = ...
Object x3 = m(2, f NumNum);

is correct, as Fun1∗<Number, Number> is also a subtype of Fun1∗<Object, Integer>
.
1.3

FunN ∗ as explicit type of lambda expressions

In Java 8 lambda expressions have no explicit type. In Java-TX the lambda expressions are typed by the corresponding FunN ∗–types. This language extension
allows to use lambda expressions without context, which is very important for
the direct evaluation of lambda expressions. This means that lambda expressions
like
((x1,...,xN) -> h(x1,...,xN)).apply(arg1,...,argN);

without type-casts are possible.
1.4

FunN ∗ as types of methods

Consequently we give the methods also FunN ∗–types. This means with the class
CL
class Cl {

T0 meth (T1 x1 , ..., TN xN ) { ... }
}

the method reference CL::meth has the type FunN ∗<To ,T1 , . . . , TN >.
The advantage of this definition is that method references can be used as lambda
expression. Also subtyping and direct applications work in the same manner.
1.5

Integration of real function types into Java-8

We preserve in our approach the great benefits of the target typing in Java 8 by
integration both concepts. The target typing is extended in the following way:
– A lambda expression itself has an explicit FunN *–type.

– A lambda expression fits any target type, which must be a functional interface, if its method’s type in FunN *–representation is a supertype of the
explicit type.
Example 2. Let us consider again:
Callable<String> c = () -> "done";
PrivilegedAction<String> a = () -> "done";

The explicit type of the lambda expressions () -> "done" is Fun0∗<String>.
The types of the methods call of Callable<String> and run of PrivilegedAction<String>
have also the type Fun0∗<String>. This means that the lambda expressions fit
the respective target types.
1.6

Fields and lambda expressions

For field declarations we do a small adaption. We allow to declare free type
variables.
In Java 8 it is possible to declare e.g.:
Fun1<Integer,Integer> id = (x) -> x;

But no free type variables can be given for fields. We allow this in Java-TX. This
means declarations like
<T> Fun1*<T,T> id = (x) -> x;

are possible.

2

Function types and type-erasures

It is unlikely that there would be a runtime representation for each distinct function type, meaning developers would be further exposed to and limited by erasure.
For example, it would not be possible (perhaps surprisingly) to overload methods
m(T->U) and m(X->Y).
– Brian Goetz [Goe13] –
This citation from Brian Goetz is one of the most important arguments against
introducing real function type into Java 8. The following example shows the
problem. There are overloaded methods, where the arguments are different function types with the same number of arguments.
void apply(Fun1*<Integer, Integer> f) { ...}
void apply(Fun1*<Boolean, Boolean> f) { ...}

In Java 8 this is prohibited. The reason for this is that the parameters are erased
during compilation. This means that the overloading is not resolvable during
runtime, as both argument types are equal.
As this is for the developer certainly inapprehensible, we addressed this problem,
such that generics can be introduced into byte-code [Plü14b].

2.1

Class loader

In this approach many class files are generated and all these classes have to be
loaded into the JVM. This could lead to performance problems. There are some
ideas to solve this problem. In [UTO13] types, where the type parameters are
instantiated are defined as subtypes of the type without instantiated parameters.
The methods are implemented as redirection to the original method, which is
inherited. This means that the class files of instantiated type parameters are
reduced to a minimum of code size. That would reduce the loading time.
In [ORW00] a heterogenous compilation is given, that preserves the type parameters, too. They describe a changed class loader, that needs only loading a part
of classes, where the type parameters are instantiated. This class loader could
make the class loading with a good performance.

3
3.1

Conclusion and outlook
Conclusion

We have presented an extension of the Java type system. We proposed to introduce real function types. We gave an approach similar to the approach in Scala.
We showed how both concepts can be integrated. The concept of using functional
interfaces as target types for lambda expressions, as well as our concept of real
function types. So the advantages of both concepts can be used.
Type-erasure during compilation can render these extensions of the type system
ineffectice. Therefore we gave an approach to introduce real generics in bytecode.
Oracle decided consciously against real function types in Java 8. Brian Goetz,
the language architect, gave in [Goe13] four arguments. In the following we will
show that our approach respects these arguments.
It would add complexity to the type system and further mix structural and nominal types (Java is almost entirely nominally typed).
Our approach introduces the FunN *–types, that are also nominal types, such
that structural and nominal types are not mixed.
It would lead to a divergence of library styles – some libraries would continue to
use callback interfaces, while others would use structural function types.
As we integrate both concepts no divergence will arise. Even if new callback
interfaces will use FunN *–types implementations of both interfaces can be done
by lambda expressions.
The syntax could be unwieldy, especially when checked exceptions were included.
As we have avoided to introduce a new function type syntax as in early versions
of Java 8 (e.g. # int (int)), no unwieldy syntax is arised.
It is unlikely that there would be a runtime representation for each distinct function type, meaning developers would be further exposed to and limited by erasure.

For example, it would not be possible (perhaps surprisingly) to overload methods
m(T->U) and m(X->Y).
This problem is solved by the introduction of real generics in byte-code. With
this extension overloaded methods m(T->U) and m(X->Y) become possible.
3.2

Outlook

We have done prototypical implementations for both type system extensions. In
the future we will integrate these extensions to our Java-TX system.
Another problem, that has to be solved is the class loading problem in the
JVM. In original Java for each Java class one class file is generated. In contrast
in the approach of this paper for each used parameter instance an own class
files is generated. It could be possible that many class files are generated and
loaded during runtime. As the method’s byte-code instructions do not differ in
all these class files, there is a potential to optimize the approach. In Section 2.1
we announced two possible approaches to solve these problems. This is to be
done in the future.
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